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Abstract— This project is based on the conversion of AC 

voltage to DC voltage with the help of step down 

transformer and this DC voltage gives to LED chaser circuit.  

This project is outstanding application of 555 Timer IC and 

CD 4017 counter IC. This project mainly contain 

Transformer, Rectifier circuit, 555Timer IC&CD4071 

counter IC, LEDs. Temperature level bearded by it is 70 

degree Celsius. This project give information about Bridge 

rectifier working and LED chaser working .This project 

mainly used for indicating the message and signal at bus 

stand ,railway station ,airports also used in digital watches 

and mobiles .The scope for LEDs are also given by this 

circuit. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This circuit is mainly based on the step down mechanism, 

rectification &LED Chaser circuit. 

A. TRANSFORMER 

The transformer used in this circuit is shell type step down 

transformer which converts 230 AC voltages to 9 V Ac 

voltage .This transformers having large primary winding & 

less secondary winding. 

B. BRIDGE RECTIFIRE 

Fig. 1: bridge rectifier 

This rectifier contain for diodes hence it is called as bridge 

rectifier .the connections areas follow shown in fig.2 .The 

current flow  in unidirectional way .hence it convert both 

positive as well as negative AC cycle into DC . 

C. CAPACITOR 

A 1000 micro fared capacitor is used in next to rectifier 

circuit for purify the output current, 1100 micro farad also 

used in this circuit in which capacitor removes the AC 

impulse & make it pure DC. 

D. RESISTOR 

About four resistor are used of value 12k ,1k ,470k , 47k 

ohm rectifier circuit for reduces the extra current supply . 

E. LED CHASER   CIRCUIT 

This circuit contain two IC’s & 10 LEDs are shown in 

below. 

1) NE 555 TIMER IC 

This is integrated circuit used in a variety of timer, pulse 

generation and oscillator application. In this circuit NE555 

timer IC is use to generate pulse after some interval of time 

 
Fig. 2: 555 timer IC 

Pin 1=Gnd: - Low voltage reference. 

Pin 2=Trigger Terminal:-It’s responsible for set or reset 

transition of the flip-flop. 

Pin 3=Output Terminal: - Output driven waveforms 

available at the pin. 

Pin4= Reset Terminal: - The negative pulse on this pin will 

disable or reset the timer. 

Pin5=Control Voltage: - It controls the threshold and trigger 

level hence output pulse is determined by pin-5. 

Pin6 = the voltage applied at this terminal is compared to 

VCC. And the voltage is 2/3 to VCC when v6 > 2/3 VCC 

then flip-flops reset and falls from high to low. 

Pin7= Discharge: - Connected to open collector of a 

transistor which discharge a capacitors between intervals. 

Pin8= VCC Supply: - Supply voltage. 

2) CD-4017  

 
Fig. 3: CD4017 counter IC 

It is CMOS decade counter IC. It is used for low range 

counting mechanism. It can count from 0 to 10 (the decade 

count) fig 

Pin (1 to 7) and Pin (9 to 11):- Outputs Pins = this pins 

changes high level one by one in a sequence for each clock 

signal. 

Pin 8 = Ground: - It is connected to negative terminal of 

supply. 

Pin 12 = Carry out Pin: -It complete one full cycle for every 

10 clocks cycle used for 'ripple’ of IC. This means to delay 

in counting operations. 
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Pin 13= Enable or Clock Inhibit Pin: - it enablesICCD-4017. 

IC is enabling when the pin is active. 

Pin 14= Clock Pin: - Clock signal provided to 14th pin. It is 

responsible for sequential output. 

Pin15 = Reset Pin:-reset pin reset the output of the sequence. 

That is current state of output. Sequence is set to initial state. 

Pin 16= VCC: - it is given to positive VCC. 

II. CONSTRUCTION  

As we discuss the components above the papers. Firstly 

0.4cm diameter single stranded wires are connected from 

switch to transformer and output gives to rectifier circuit as 

the circuit shown in fig. then output passes through 

capacitor and resistor then this DC supply provided to LED 

chaser circuit. 555 timer IC has following connections. 2-6 

short, between 7-2 47K ohm resistor, between 2 and ground 

1micro farad capacitor. Also 1 is ground and 8 - 4 are 

shorted and give to VCC. PIN 3 gives to CD-4017 clock pin. 

CD-4017 IC gives 8 and 13-15 short to ground.6 to VCC. 

All LEDs are connected to output. LEDs all cathodes are 

shorted and ground through 470ohm resistor. 

III. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

Fig. 4: Block diagram 

IV. WORKING 

This circuit is rectified LED chaser circuit means firstly it 

converts the high AC 230 voltage to 9 volt by using step 

down transformer. Then this AC voltage converted into DC 

voltage by using bridge rectifier .During   conversation of 

AC to DC, both positive as well as negative cycles of AC 

waveforms are flow in unidirectional. If the positive half 

cycle only D1 and D2 are active hence it follow the pathD2, 

load, D1 and source. During negative half cycles only D3 

and D4 are active, hence current passing through path D4, 

load, D3 and return to source .hence it converted into simple 

waveform which purified capacitor. Capacitor resists the AC 

waveform and generated pure DC. This supply passes 

through 12Kohm resistor .This purified supply passes 

through the LED chaser circuit. Their use of timerIC that is 

555 timerIC for passes the current after some interval of 

time in the form of impulse. Then this impulse passes 

towards CD-4017 counter IC. Then this IC count the current 

in the digit form that is 1,2,3,4,…..,10.We connecting LEDs 

at the output of the IC and then LED glows one after another 

as per connection. 

V. APPLICATIONS 

 The main purpose of this circuit is to indicating the 

signals and message at bus stand, railway station and 

airports. 

 LED chaser is also used in digital watches and mobiles. 

 Today LED is used in bulbs and fans. 

 In future LEDs are also use to replace high voltage 

bulbs this circuit is also used decorations. 

 If we convert AC to DC voltage then it can be used for 

many applications. 

VI. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

 
Fig. 5: Setup 

VII. ADVANTAGES 

 The cost of LEDs and other instruments are very less, 

so it can be available at lesser prize. 

 The power required to LEDs is very less. 

 It is helpful to indicates directions and signals. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, by using 230 AC voltageswe work on 

electronics’ tools. The role of transformer is also learned, 

bridge rectifier working is also learned by us. From this 

project we studied the connections of bread board and 

connecting board. We study well function of resistors, 

capacitors, ICs and LEDs .the future scope of this project is 

very high, as we can use it in modified watches, mobiles and 

buildings for decorations. 
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